
Year 4 Spellings – Term 3 
 

Here is a list of this term’s spelling.  Weekly spelling tests take place on a Thursday.  Group 1 spellers have 14 words each week, while the 

highlighted spellings indicate the group 2 spellings.   

We ask that children complete a weekly spelling homework consisting of a ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ sheet alongside a set of 5 

sentences (minimum) that use these words correctly.  We ask that children do this in their neatest handwriting and push themselves to 

use more complex sentences. 
 

To be tested… 

Week 1 
‘g’ sounding 

‘gu’ 

Week 2 
suffix ‘-ture’ 

Week 3 
Statutory word 

list 

Week 4 
Possessive 

apostrophe with 
plurals 

Week 5 
Homophones 

Week 6 
Statutory word 

list 

guide mixture position dog’s scene special 

guitar adventure possession dogs’ seen straight 

guard capture possible cow’s mail strange 

guidebook feature potatoes cows’ male strength 

guest moisture pressure teacher’s ball suppose 

guardian nature probably teachers’ bawl surprise 

guarantee picture promise children’s stare therefore 

guess vulture quarter child’s stair though 

guy departure question lady’s night although 

guinea pig future recent ladies’ knight thought 

guilty fixture regular boy’s see through 

disguise furniture remember boys’ sea various 

Portuguese temperature sentence baby’s four weight 

baguette texture separate babies’ for woman 
 



Year 4 Spellings – Term 4 
 

Here is a list of this term’s spelling.  Weekly spelling tests take place on a Thursday.  Group 1 spellers have 14 words each week, while the 

highlighted spellings indicate the group 2 spellings.   

We ask that children complete a weekly spelling homework consisting of a ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ sheet alongside a set of 5 

sentences (minimum) that use these words correctly.  We ask that children do this in their neatest handwriting and push themselves to 

use more complex sentences. 
 

To be tested… 

 

Week 1 
Statutory word list 

Week 2 
Prefixes ‘anti-‘ and 

‘inter-‘ 

Week 3 
Statutory word list 

Week 4 
Suffixes ‘-cian’, ‘-sion’, ‘-

tion’ and ‘-ssion’ 

Week 5 
Suffixes ‘-cian’, ‘-sion’, 

‘-tion’ and ‘-ssion’ 

Week 6 
Statutory word list 

Revision 
 

A mixture of 
words taken 

from the Year 
3 and 4 

statutory word 
list (words 

beginning with a-i) 

interrupt 

Revision 
 

A mixture of 
words taken 

from the Year 
3 and 4 

statutory word 
list (words 

beginning with i-z) 

optician politician 

Revision 
 

A mixture of 
words taken 

from the Year 
3 and 4 

statutory word 
list  (words 

beginning with a-z) 

internet magician electrician 

interfere confusion explosion 

international collision corrosion 

intercept fiction direction 

intergalactic attention invention 

antidote session passion 

antibiotic profession mission 

antihistamine intention possession 

antihero percussion infusion 

intervene physician attention 

interject fraction mathematician 

interpersonal musician occasion 

intertwine exclusion transfusion 

 

 


